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What Are the Core Knowledge and 
Skills for Policy Professionals? :
Public Policy Studies in Japan1）
Yukio ADACHI, LL.D.2）
1. The conception of public policy as a profession
Japanese higher education has recently undergone a series of radical institutional changes. Two of 
the most dramatic are, fi rstly the inauguration of professional graduate school system in FY 2003, and 
secondly the introduction of quality assurance mechanism that consists of self-checks/self-evaluations, 
and periodic evaluations and accreditations by organizations certifi ed by the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. Self-checks/self-evaluations has been compulsory since FY 
1999. Periodic evaluations and accreditations has been enforced since April 2004: every seven years 
for the comprehensive state of education, research, organizational management, and facilities of 
universities, and every fi ve years for the curriculum, organization of professors, and other education 
and research activities of professional graduate schools.
In October 1998 the University Council, in its report submitted to the Minister of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, severely criticized the mainstream graduate programs of 
being too much research-oriented, urging the need to develop graduate programs for professionals in 
the fi eld of law, business management, public policy, international cooperation, public health, etc. Their 
model was apparently an American professional school. The report naturally resulted in the 
proliferation of professional schools. We have 74 law schools and 108 majors of professional graduate 
schools (excluding law schools) as of March 2009. In the fi eld of public policy we have eight 
professional graduate schools, fi ve of which are affi liated with national university corporations (former 
national universities); Hokkaido, Tohoku, Tokyo, Hitotsubashi, and Kyoto Universities. The other three 
are affi liated with private universities; Waseda, Meiji, and Tokushima-bunri Universities. To be noted, 
however, is that the training of policy professionals is not the privilege exclusively granted to 
professional graduate schools. Graduate schools of conventional type are also permitted, even 
encouraged, to develop similar Master programs, along with professional graduate schools.
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Unfortunately, however, a growing number of suppliers have not been accompanied by increased 
demand. One of the three private professional graduate schools is now on the brink of bankruptcy. 
Even professional graduate schools of public policy affi liated with prestigious national university 
corporations have found no small diffi culty in attracting minimally required number of good enough 
students, though they undoubtedly are in much more advantageous position than private schools with 
regards to tuition3）, professors/students ratio, research fund, libraries, etc. Graduate schools of 
conventional type are in no better position, either.
Given less appreciation of the ‘expertise’ students majoring public policy are expected to acquire 
through intensive course works on the part of business communities and employers in the public and 
civic sectors, and the lack of promotion and job change opportunities after successful completion of 
programs, it is no wonder that even the most intelligent and public-spirited students, to say nothing of 
ambitious professional-oriented students, often hesitate to choose public policy for their major. Public 
policy has yet to establish itself as a ‘profession’4）, which makes a good contrast with such fi elds as 
medicine, veterinary medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, engineering, architecture, nursing, law, business 
management, accounting, and education. Though it may sound a little strange, a great majority of 
employers, especially those in the public sector, still believe that improved OJT (On the Job Training) 
alone can make of policy professionals; they don’t expect much of graduate schools and professors in 
this respect!
It never means, however, that all the responsibility for the poor demand of public policy programs 
for professionals rests with stubborn and narrow-minded employers who would neither try to 
appropriately evaluate the signifi cance of graduate education for professionals nor encourage their 
employees to temporarily stay in campus for advanced study. A part of the blame for their predicament 
must be borne by graduate schools and professors that have failed to design and implement attractive 
programs.
In order for a certain scholarly enterprise to be called a unifi ed fi eld of study, a common 
understanding and image regarding the core knowledge and skills that are acquired through ‘discipline’ 
(systematic and intensive training) must be widely shared not just among researchers and educators, 
but even among students who are new to the fi eld. The study of law may be an easy to understand 
illustration of this point. The majority of students enrolled in law courses think that, no matter how 
vague it seems, if they study various subjects dealing with law seriously, and master legal thinking (the 
mode of thinking characteristic of, and required of, lawyers), they will then reach a point where they 
will be able to get an evaluative grasp on things from the perspective of legal thinking, and from there 
it’s no stretch of the imagination to think that as long as they work hard, they can make a success of 
themselves as a lawyer someday. The majority of educators as well think that training in legal thinking 
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is surely the most important point of legal education and to attempt to teach students, who still have 
not acquired the basic ABC’s of legal thinking, things like nuanced legal theory and sophisticated 
techniques for legal interpretation is like trying to swat a fl y using a baseball bat.
Compared with law, even compared with business administration and accounting, public policy is 
at a rather great disadvantage regarding this point. Frankly, professors who were in charge of 
establishing public policy programs for professionals in graduate schools of conventional type, even 
founding fathers of professional graduate schools of public policy, did not seem to have much 
confi dence in the possibility of teaching public policy as a profession. It is then no wonder that there 
are few students who could answer with confi dence to the question as to “what needs to be learned and 
in what manner it need to be learned” or “what kind of talent and ability need to be acquired before 
taking an active role in society.”
Under these conditions, one could argue that the conception of public policy as a profession is no 
more than the idle dreams of policy theorists and philosophers ignorant of the day-to-day business of 
public policy. Below, I intend to argue that, to be engaged in the research and practice of public 
policies requires researchers and practitioners to possess unique abilities and a mode of thinking that 
should be viewed as a policy-orientated mode of thinking or what could be termed as a policy-
orientated mind. What kind of ability or mode of thinking is required for researchers and practitioners 
when making public policy the object of research and/or practice? Is there not a body of policy-related 
knowledge equally useful for policy researchers and practitioners working in any policy fi eld, that is, 
across-fi eld ‘stock’ of knowledge that can help them better deal with policy issues? 
2. Capacity for systemic thinking
Each of the policy fi elds branches off into lower order fi elds and those subfi elds divide further into 
even lower order fi elds…at the end there are a great number of concrete policies-programs-projects to 
tackle specifi c public problems. Furthermore, these varying levels of policies from varying fi elds are 
closely linked together to be incorporated into a single overall system (network), forming a ‘public 
policy system’. So above and beyond what kind of policy fi eld to major in and what kind of policy to 
make the focus of analysis/design, researchers and practitioners alike always need to advance the work 
with an eye to other fi elds, other policies, and the overall public policy system. In other words, they 
are required to be skilled in a mode of thought that can be called ‘systemic thinking’, and analyze and 
consider things according to that.
In designing an individual policy in a specifi c policy fi eld, designers must take seriously the impact 
of its introduction/implementation not only on other policies in the same fi eld but also on various other 
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policies in other fi elds and the overall public policy system. That this is plainly obvious is easy to say. 
However, what does it mean to think over policies from the systemic point of view? How in reality 
does it become possible for us to analyze and design public policies from the perspective of the overall 
public policy system? 
There are few things in this world that can be gotten for free. To gain possession of something you 
hold dear, you must sacrifi ce other things that are no less important to you. Whether it’s time, money, 
whatever it may be, you must make up your mind to do so. Policy is no exception. By enacting a 
certain policy we gain a great number of things, however, a great number of things are also lost in the 
balance. The enjoyment of a benefi t always bears a cost. To a greater or lesser extent, people have a 
tendency to overestimate benefi ts while underestimating, occasionally even ignoring, costs. These are 
the kinds of mental processes at work. For this reason, we have to make an effort to be aware of the 
cost to the same extent if not to a greater extent that we are of the benefi t. This is the fi rst requirement 
of systemic policy thinking.
It is well known that there are two types of policy costs. One is the cost of policy implementation, 
that is, the opportunity cost of resources actually consumed or sacrifi ced in the implementation 
process. Another one is the negative side effects or undesirable effects concomitant to implementing 
the policy. Hence there are two aspects in the cost consideration that systemic policy thought requires 
of us. 
As is naturally the case with private (marketable) goods, the production and supply of the goods 
known as public policies also invariably brings with it investment in and consumption of labor, capital, 
and natural resources. There is a competitive relation between the public sector and the private sector 
surrounding the practical use and consumption of resources available to society. In this relationship the 
public sector almost always falls far short of the private sector when it comes to the effective use of 
these resources. Consequently, excessive consumption of resources by the former, in other words, 
obstruction of activities in the private sector by big government, leads to fear of an economic 
recession. In addition, the great majority of funds for obtaining resources is collected through tax 
revenue, naturally however, there is a limit to taxation in the public sector. 
The public sector therefore generally operates under extremely severe resource limitations, and 
well it should. What is more, although the government has to ration the limited resources that the 
public sector has been given permission to use among a great number of public policies in a great 
number of fi elds, due to the mutual contention between these fi elds surrounding the use of resources, it 
is almost impossible for the government to set a clear precedence among them, with the exception of 
an emergency.
Above and beyond that, the government that is granted authority for the management of the public 
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policy system simultaneously must take responsibility for it, curtailing the amount of resources that can 
be allotted to individual public policies, having to expend maximum effort to ensure that the smallest 
cost of policy implementation will achieve the largest favorable impact on society. What must be done 
is to try to have the limited resources available for the public sector perform the job of maximizing the 
output of the overall public policy system, in other words, attempting to maximize the collective 
benefi t to societal members taken as a whole by distributing resources among a great number of public 
policies in a great number of fi elds.
Next, let’s take a look at the cost as negative side effects. In every society, there are various public 
values against which the pros and cons or superiority/inferiority of public policies are judged. Then 
from among these various values, one (or possibly one class of values) is used as a justifi able basis for 
government action in a specifi c fi eld, thus guiding policy decisions. Freedom, equality, economic 
development, environmental protection, welfare, public safety, etc, are all these types of values. 
Although these public values do hold an important social signifi cance, it can’t be said that they 
invariably enjoy a mutually harmonious relationship. When you try to raise demand for a certain value 
above a certain level, it collides with demand for a different, possibly a number of different values. 
The more you raise the level, the larger the negative effects on other values (the cost in this sense) 
become. Circumstances such as this frequently occur. For example, if the aim is to completely 
eradicate crime, you could set up surveillance cameras in every corner of the city and encourage 
people to report any suspicious activities (or even make it mandatory); by doing this however, the 
values of privacy and trust (social capital) would suffer irreparable harm. The rise of similar situations 
between economic development and environmental conservation, freedom (freedom of economic 
activity) and equality (correction of economic disparities), etc, is also predictable.
Even when the values are mutually opposed, if they are in a so called Rawlsian “lexical order” 
relation or can be traded off with each other, then they are not as troublesome as fi rst thought. 
However, in almost every case, the story is not that simple. Fortunate cases where hypothesizing of 
lexical order or where a meaningful exchange rate is allowed, seldom occur. Ultimately, all we can do 
is attempt to tirelessly search for the constellation of public values that are thought to be the very best 
under each and every context, in other words, choosing what level of importance to place on each of 
the relevant values in relation to various other values. 
Such an opportunistic attitude towards public values required of systemic policy thinking makes a 
good contrast with utopian or ideological zeal for radical social reform (transformation). There is of 
course nothing wrong in searching for a comprehensive/systematized social philosophy 
(Weltanshauung), that is, in struggling to formulate a constellation of public values deemed justifi able, 
which is to be attained in an ideal future society. It is, on the contrary, one of the most vital virtues 
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required of policy theorists and practitioners living in an age of “After Virtue” (Alasdair MacIntyre). 
There is, however, a serious problem with committing too much to one’s Weltanshaung and looking 
down upon public policies simply as a means for materializing one’s conception of a good society. 
This is the main argument of a group of scholars I will call the ‘defenders of politics’, to mention just 
a few, Edmund Burke, Karl Popper, Michael Oakeshott, Bernard Crick, and Charles E. Lindblom. 
Other point to take note of is that there is a tendency among ‘street-level bureaucrats’ to aim for 
the implementation of one certain, or perhaps one certain class of public values at the highest 
technically possible level. To take an example, police offi cers who are in charge of maintaining public 
order tend to believe that ‘maintaining public order’ is by far the most important societal value, if not 
the ultimate one. Social workers tend to support any policy likely to raise the level of guaranteed 
‘welfare’, if not believing in ‘welfare at any cost’. It is easy enough to understand why they hope for 
the highest level of implementation, considering that they, unlike career bureaucrats mainly engaged in 
organizational management, come into daily contact with the very ‘people to be served or regulated by 
a policy’ (policy targets), at what could be called the ‘front line’ of policy implementation/
enforcement. What is more, this group of people naturally places the most serious policy demands on 
the system. Still though, openly glorifying this kind of position regarding public policy just won’t do. 
Public policy studies require coming to the sobering realization that there is a lack of agreement 
between members of society regarding a desirable constellation of values, therefore a sense of balance 
ought to be constantly maintained.
What can we do to train ourselves in systemic policy thinking? Of course it is important to learn 
about systems theory. However, don’t expect to learn systemic policy thinking with this alone. It is fi rst 
necessary to make a detailed and meticulous analysis of a certain policy currently being enforced, 
considering what kind of problems currently exist and what can be done to improve the situation. 
However, experts in a certain specifi c policy fi eld are not necessarily skilled in the art of systemic 
policy thinking. This is why, at the very least, being dedicated to the exchange of ideas across fi elds 
and increasing opportunities for engaging in mutual critique should be required. 
Endeavoring to acquire enough knowledge and experience in another fi eld of specialty to be on par 
with the experts of that fi eld is also highly recommended.
3. Willingness to jointly shoulder responsibility for the decision made
It is ultimately politics played out between members of society on a daily basis that decides what 
matters to regard as public problems and how and at what level to deal with each and every social 
problem. Public policies in this sense are a product of the political process. The ultimate rationale of 
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political power under democracy is the support and consent of members of society, thus, the more a 
democracy develops and ‘matures’ the more the government’s responsiveness to the political 
preference of the citizens (the electorate) increases. Therefore, the quality of public policies that 
politicians employ will become decisively infl uenced by the level of maturity of the citizenry. 
What is especially important regarding this point is whether, and to what degree, citizens can 
imagine themselves to be in the position of decision-makers who are institutionally required to make 
formal decisions that are thought to be benefi cial to, and acceptable by, society on the whole. Policy 
researchers and practitioners working under (and for) democracy are strongly recommended to acquire, 
in addition to the capacity for systemic thinking outlined in the previous section, an ability to be 
engaged in a special type of thought-experiment by asking and answering the following question: “If I 
were the policy decision-maker, how would I make the decision in order to live up to my 
responsibility as a decision-maker?”. 
The idea of public policies, which emphasizes the importance of thinking and acting from a 
public/societal perspective, would not completely deny or look on with hostility the inclusion of 
private and special interests in the policy process. Democracy must, of course, allow for the pursuit of 
self-interest. However, at the same time, it can’t be left to take care of itself. It is completely 
implausible to think that the egoistical political actions of political actors and citizens in general within 
the democratic political process would automatically lead to the discovery and implementation of 
effective and appropriate public policies through the process of “partisan mutual adjustment” (Charles 
E. Lindblom). The existence of at least a certain percentage of mature citizens is a premise for the idea 
and practice of “strong democracy” (Benjamin Barber).
In what context, that is, under what kind of stresses, are important social decisions made by policy 
decision makers? Let me attempt to summarize them below.
(1) Policy decision makers have an extremely unclear frame for prediction (uncertainty); they must 
conduct, to the greatest possible extent, careful analysis under severe restrictions of resources, 
information, and time.
(2) They must keep foremost in their minds the diversity and changeability of ‘value systems’ 
(constellation of values) held by members of society.
(3) They must carefully consider the limiting conditions that could infl uence the chances of 
successfully executing the policy such as political limitations, budget limitations, technological 
limitations, etc. 
(4) They must rank alternative proposals according to some criterion and standard. 
(5) They bear responsibility for deciding how to deal with policy issues on the agenda, including a 
decision not to do anything for the time being (careful watching and waiting); they can’t shift 
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this responsibility to anyone else.
(6) They are accountable for their decisions; they have a responsibility to explain the decisions they 
have made.
(7) Once they make a decision to start a policy, they must take full responsibility for all of its 
consequences. 
(8) They are requested, indeed expected, to hand down decisions that greatly infl uence the life of 
all members of society, occasionally even to the point of taking life, while enduring severe 
stress that would cause a normal person to break down. 
By fi ctitiously putting ourselves in an extreme version of the decision making environment that 
actual decision-makers face, we can more clearly understand that the work of analyzing, conceiving, 
designing, and evaluating public policies is fraught with extraordinary stresses, and also that all we can 
reasonably expect of public policies is, essentially, seldom more than “stopgap measures by means of 
the materials at hand” (Hitoshi Abe). Furthermore, by repeating this kind of thought experiment, our 
capacity for policy thinking, that is to say, our ability to conceive of and evaluate policy, will 
gradually improve and before long we ourselves may make the transition from being the mere ‘objects 
of rule’, who only make demands and protests against the government, to being the ‘subjects of rule’, 
who actively participate in the policy process and who are ready to personally shoulder responsibility 
for the decision made. 
In addition to this thought experiment, guaranteeing a real opportunity for the majority of citizens 
to participate as interested parties vested with decision-making authority rather than being mere 
onlookers and critics of various public decisions does have tremendous signifi cance for democratic 
governance. We have recently introduced a trial by jury system, guaranteeing citizen participation in 
trials. Similar systems and mechanisms for people’s participation in deliberations and decisions, I 
believe, should be introduced wherever possible for the political administration of the state and local 
regions as well. True, it is more likely than not that people’s participation in deliberations and 
decisions would result in ‘populism’, at least in the short run. In the long run however, things will 
undoubtedly make a turn for the better and the potential of deliberative democracy will gradually come 
to be utilized. 
4. Arts and crafts of policy design
Policy only becomes necessary for problems that need to be dealt with urgently. That a gap exists 
between the current situation and the future situation that is thought to be desirable is recognized to be 
a ‘problem’. Policies are conceived and carried out with the aim of making that gap as small as 
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possible. In that sense, the core of policy is concrete prescription and therefore something that does not 
exhibit concrete prescription cannot rightly be called a policy.
If we consider policy to be like this, then when thinking about policy and making policy the object 
of research and/or practice, that is, when analyzing, designing, and evaluating policy, there are always 
two aspects, or levels. One is the level which entails framing of the problem and setting of the policy 
goals accordingly, that is to say, the level where you think about whether the framing of the problem 
and policy goals set by policy planners and the policy decision-makers are appropriate or not, how to 
frame problems, and what kind of policy goals should be set. Another one is the level where you must 
search for concrete prescriptions deemed appropriate as measures for the purpose of attaining the 
policy goals that have been agreed upon.
Generally, problems that make it necessary to deal with them using public policy are fi rst given 
life depending on the way they are identifi ed and organized by the observer/analyst. They aren’t just 
‘there’ as objective reality from the beginning. A problem for one person is not necessarily a problem 
for others. So, the process of framing the problem and setting policy goals requires imagining a future 
condition to be realized by policy and considering/designing a course of action to approach it, not just 
a backward-looking inference to guess the probable causes of the problem at hand. In addition, the 
ability for “kommunikatives Handeln” (J. Habermas) to organize persuasive proof likely to get wide 
approval among members of society regarding the desirability of that future situation is also required 
in this process.
There are more than a few people who harbor the belief that judgment of the fi tness or 
effectiveness of the means is not that troublesome when compared with the judgment of the 
appropriateness of the goal itself, therefore, prudent researchers and practitioners of public policy are 
advised to leave the consideration and decision regarding policy goals/values to politicians, 
concentrating on the technical problems about means. However, the kind of academic knowledge and 
ability needed to judge the fi tness of prescriptions accurately is far more complicated than generally 
thought. Clearly here in the second level, the analytical/rational business of analyzing and possibly of 
predicting facts performs a larger role than in the fi rst level where, I think it is safe to say, a mode of 
thinking and action best characterized as “normative/extra- rational” (Yezkel Dror) plays a dominant 
role. The end doesn’t always justify the means; the prescription naturally has to be ethically 
permissible. 
Also, the prescription must be feasible, that is, it must have a good chance of being executable, 
and accurately judging whether or not this is the case requires a high degree of prudence. Furthermore, 
a high degree of extra-rational and creative ability, similar to some extent to the ‘arts and crafts’ 
possessed by talented artists and artisans, is also required of policy analysts and designers. 
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Designing something, be it a work of art, a work of industrial art, a building, a car, clothing, or a 
policy, requires a certain class of special abilities. Therefore, the more you polish these abilities the 
more you can elevate the level of design. 
Let me now conclude my essay by emphasizing the importance of upgrading a set of abilities 
required of quality policy designs. The fi rst kind of ability that is required for the activity of design is 
a keen sensitivity for context, that is, the limiting terms and conditions of the activity of designing. 
Designers are not free to create context. They must accept the limiting terms and conditions of their 
activity as givens, drawing a sharp line between them on the one hand, and the factors that can be 
altered by their effort and resourcefulness on the other. The second is the ability to make appropriate 
value judgments. The activity of design is not completely unrelated to value judgments. It is the 
process of either choosing from among a great number of existing product concepts, or creating a new 
and unique concept. As a side note, product concept is the idea of which value from a great number of 
values to place what amount of stress on. In the case of a car for example, safety, economy, legroom, 
comfort, low emissions, a stylish look are among the relevant values to be considered. The third and 
fi nal ability is the ability to give a concrete form to an adopted concept.
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